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Achieving Sustainable Outcomes
Obteniendo resultados duraderos
By Christian A. Nill,
Senior Community
Development Specialist
cnill@rcapsolutions.org

Sustentabilidad – Es una palabra en la
que muchos hemos pensado y mencionado seguido, últimamente. Todos deseamos hacer una contribución positiva
en la tarea de lograr una infraestructura
sotenible, crecimiento sostenible, comunidades sostenibles. Siempre es arduo
decidir qué corresponde hacer en el
presente, para garantizar un resultado
que sea sustentable de aquí a diez, veinte
o treinta años.

S

ustainability – it’s a word that many
of us have been thinking and talking
about a lot lately. We all want to make
positive contributions towards achieving
sustainable infrastructure, sustainable
growth, and sustainable communities. For
many local leaders, it’s a daily preoccupation. At RCAP Solutions, sustainability is
our profession.
But what do we really mean by sustainability? Too often, we just assume that
everyone is on the same page with this
concept, without any close examination of
our individual assumptions, experience, or
knowledge base. Part of the problem, also,
is that sustainability generally is achieved
only over a very long period of time. It is
always hard to decide what the right thing is
to do now in order to guarantee a sustainable
outcome ten, twenty, or thirty years from
now. But if you can engage community
members in an honest and open dialogue on
sustainability, the payoff years from now
can be very great, indeed.

Moving with purpose
and direction
Staff at RCAP Solutions are encouraged
to find that many small communities are
adopting (and adapting) well-established
strategic planning and community visioning models to help them articulate what
sustainability means to local stakeholders.
There is no denying that the exact shape of
a sustainable future will vary greatly from
one place to another, so local dialogue in
each community is certainly important. But
there are constants in the formula, too, as
all sustainable futures include certain core
principles. (Two insightful definitions of
sustainable development that capture the
essence of these ideals appear in the sidebar
accompanying this article.)
When you think about it, sustainability is
one of those “Motherhood and Apple Pie”
issues that are hard to argue with. So why
do we still find local policies and programs
– wholeneighborhoods, business districts
and infrastructure systems – being developed in ways that are clearly unsustainable?
The reasons are many and varied, but they
often boil down to either a lack of understanding, or a failure to really acknowledge
and grapple with the understanding we
already possess. When we talk about
sustainability, we have to understand four
important factors. We must understand
●
●

●

●

Limits, and how to live within them,
Interconnections among the economy,
society, and the environment,
Equity, and how to create a more
equitable distribution of resources and
opportunities,
One another – or in other words, build
consensus for a sustainable future.

Continued on page 7

The long-term agenda of the EPA
focuses on FOUR PILLARS: better
management, full cost pricing,water
efficiency, and the watershed
approach. Go to page 4.

ASSET MANAGEMENT means
operating your system in a way
that maximizes the full life of
system components and minimizes
unplanned financial expenditures.
Go to page 8.

Ok, so you’ve finished your
VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENT
and have identified potential threats
to your system. It’s been submittedwith certification to the EPA. Now
what? Go to page 17.
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B

ack in Biblical times, wine
was stored in containers made
of animal skins. Eventually,
the skin would absorb chemicals in
the wine and deteriorate, requiring the
wine to be transferred to new skins.
With this issue of From Watershed
to Well (W2W) we prove the proverb
that sometimes fine old wine needs a
new skin. Not because the old W2W
“skin” had deteriorated, but because
we felt it was time to bring the look
and feel of our flagship publication
into alignment with our other printed
materials, and give it a look and feel
that affords our contributors more flexibility in how we present our content
to you, our reader.

Old
Wine in New
Skins
Vino
Viejo en
Nuevas Pieles

One of the major changes you will
notice in our new format is that we are
starting a move toward making W2W
more accessible to Spanish-speaking
communities and partners throughout
North America. Each of our main
articles now includes a bilingual title,
and a brief summary in Spanish at
the beginning of each article. Over
time, we hope to expand our capacity
to present our content fully in both
languages.

E

n los tiempos Bíblicos pasados,
el vino se almacenaba en
recipientes hechos de pieles
de animales. Eventualmente, la piel
absorbía químicos del vino y se
deterioraba, requiriendo que el vino
se transfiriera a una nueva piel. Con
este ejemplar de From Watershed to
Well (W2W) demostramos el proverbio
buen vino viejo necesita nueva piel.
No porque las pieles de los viejos
W2W se hayan deteriorado, si no
porque sentimos que es tiempo de
traer una imagen y formato nuevo a
la publicación para que esté al mismo
nivel de los otros materiales impresos
y permitir a nuestros colaborador
más flexibilidad en como presentar el
contenido para ustedes, los lectores.
Uno de los cambios mayores que notará en nuestro nuevo formato es que
estamos empezando un movimiento
hacia hacer el W2W más accesible
para las comunidades y compañeros
que hablan español a través de Norte
América. Cada uno de nuestros
principales artículos, actualmente
incluye un título y un resumen breve
en español. Con el tiempo, esperamos
extender nuestra capacidad de presentar nuestros ejemplares de W2W
totalmente en ambos idiomas.

I welcome your comments on the appearance and content of this and every
future issue of W2W. Please contact
me at the email address below.
Skip Moskey,
Communications Director
smoskey@rcapsolutions.org

Doy la bienvenida a sus comentarios
sobre la apariencia y contenido de este
y cada futuro ejemplar del W2W. Por
favor contáctateme en la dirección de
correo electrónico de abajo. 
Detail of a wineskin, from the painting “The Marriage
Feast at Cana” by Hieronymus Bosch (Dutch, 1450-1516)
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New State Leads
Named for All
RCAP Solutions
States & Territories

A

long with the two district
director appointments, new
state leads have been named
for ten of the eleven states and territories in the RCAP Solutions service
area. These are:
Connecticut & Rhode Island
Barry W. Woods
Maine
Arthur M. Astarita
Massachusetts
Larry Stepenuck
New Hampshire
Robert E. Morency, Jr.
New York
Diane G. Perley
Pennsylvania
Shane A. Bickel
Puerto Rico
Josefa I. Torres-Olivio
U.S. Virgin Islands
Harvey A. Minnigh
Vermont
Thomas J. Clark
Complete contact information for each
of these state leads is listed on the back
cover of From Watershed to Well. 

Mueller and
Schwartz Promoted
To District Director

I

n February, 2007, RCAP Solutions
announced the appointment of
Scott Mueller of Redwood, NY,
and Don Schwartz of State College,
PA, to two new District Director
positions. Previously, Mueller had
served as an RCAP Solutions regional
manager with responsibility for New
York; he now oversees staff and
operations in New York, Vermont,
New Hampshire, Connecticut, Maine,
Massachusetts, and Rhode Island.
Schwartz served as regional manager
for Pennsylvania and New Jersey, and
now has responsibility for Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Puerto Rico, and the
U.S. Virgin Islands.
In their new positions, Mueller and
Schwartz will be responsible for
overseeing a comprehensive suite of
programs and services that address
the community development needs of
rural and small towns throughout the
states assigned to them.
“We are pleased to have Scott and Don
assume the overall program management role for our two new districts,”
said Karen A. Koller, president and
CEO of RCAP Solutions. “Their
technical expertise and management
skills will now have an even greater
impact on the communities we serve,”
she said. 

RCAP Solutions to Host 2009
RCAP National Conference

I

n observance of our 40th Anniversary in 2009, RCAP Solutions – with the collaboration
of our national partner organization, RCAP, Inc., and the westcoast RCAP affiliate,
RCAC, Inc. -- will host the annual RCAP conference on the east coast in 2009. This
major annual conference addresses a wide range of rural development issues, including
water, wastewater, and environmental issues, along with rural and affordable housing
development and other key issues. The date and location of the conference will be
announced as soon as they have been established. 

RCAP Solutions
Signs Agreement
with Inter-American
University of
Puerto Rico

O

n April 27, 2007, RCAP
Solutions signed a collaborative agreement with
the Inter-American University of
Puerto Rico’s Center for Environmental Education, Conservation and
Research (CECIA) for a series of
collaborative projects related to the
education and training of individuals both in Puerto Rico and in the
northeastern region of the United
States, primarily in the area of water
operator training and licensing.
The ceremony, hosted during the
IAUPR’s Seventh Annual Water
Symposium on the University’s
Bayamón Campus, was presided
over by University President Manuel
Fernós; CECIA Director, Graciela
Ramirez-Toro, PhD; and RCAP
Solutions President & CEO, Karen
A. Koller, CAE.
Under the terms of this agreement,
RCAP Solutions will initially host
one IAUPR-CECIA student in
Massachusetts for an internship
during the spring of 2007. Over
time, the internship program will
be extended to more students from
Puerto Rico coming to the mainland,
and mainland students traveling
to Puerto Rico for internships and
other educational opportunities. The
expected collaboration also includes
distance learning for students on
the mainland, using educational
technology and curricula, in both
Spanish and English, provided by
the IAUPR. Watch From Watershed
to Well, and the RCAP Solutions
website, www.rcapsolutions.org for
more details. 
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the 2000s, the term “sustainability”
has taken root. Although the words
may have changed over the years,
when considering the overall health
of system the need to include more
than just one part of a water system
(managerial, technical, and financial)
is greater than ever.
The long term agenda of the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) focuses on “Four Pillars.”
●

Photo courtesy of Keith Stanley, www.kestan.com

The Four Pillars of U.S. EPA’s
Sustainable Infrastructure Initiative
Los cuatro pilares de la Iniciativa de
Infraestructura Sustentable de EPA USA
By Larry Stepenuck,
State Lead (Massachusetts)
sstepenuck@rcapsolutions.org

La Iniciativa de Infraestructura Sustentable de EPA, está avanzando desde
los sistemas y comunidades mayores,
hacia las comunidades más pequeñas.
Esta es una gran oportunidad para promover y solicitar apoyo local en favor
de la misma, y cuanto más abarcadora
sea esta solución, mayores serán las
oportunidades de obtener resultados
positivos. La agenda a largo plazo de la
Agencia de Protección Ambiental Federal (EPA) esta enfocada en los Cuatro
Pilares” que son (1) buena administración, (2) precio completo de costos,
(3) agua eficiente, y (4) el enfoque
hacia protección de cuenca

S

ince the adoption and subsequent reauthorizations of the
Safe Drinking Water Act, many
billions of dollars have been spent
regulating, building and maintaining
public water systems. In spite of these
efforts, there remain many billions
more to be spent in order to achieve
long term viability, capacity, and
sustainability.
 / From Watershed to Well (Spring 2007)

In the late 1980s a consultant working
with the Pennsylvania Department of
Environmental Protection’s Technical
Assistance Committee presented a
paper on the then-emerging concept
of “viability.” At the bottom of the
consultant’s two-page outline appeared
the advisory, “…don’t forget to consider the social and political realities
within the community or system.”
This statement may be easy to understand conceptually. Applying it
is another matter. Yet, ignoring the
interconnected nature of social and
political realities in water-related work
will often lead to more vulnerable and
to more expensive systems. It is true
that applying this concept is much
easier when considering new systems,
but it is equally applicable and important to existing systems.

Changing words but not basic
concepts

After re-authorization of the Safe
Drinking Water Act in the 1996,
“capacity development” replaced the
term “viability,” and began to be part
of the regulatory framework. Today,
midway through the first decade in

●
●
●

Better Management
Full Cost Pricing
Water Efficiency, and
The Watershed Approach.

EPA’s Sustainable Infrastructure
Initiative is currently a hot topic and is
a fact that will not go away.

Consensus on the challenges

EPA Region 1 and Region 2 recently hosted focus groups attended
by overflowing and energized groups
of professionals and practitioners
from communities and agencies well
entrenched in the vital issues. These
group discussions revealed that much
needs to be done to achieve the Four
Pillars, and that these efforts will only
succeed through practice and implementation. Notably, there was a great
deal of consensus among the varied
stakeholders and little finger pointing
or retreating to the book of regulations.
The primary observations from the
focus group meetings in Chelmsford,
MA and Syracuse, NY were the need
to:
●

●

●

●

●

Communicate water and wastewater
needs to elected officials and the
general public,
Develop a tool box of alternative
methods for raising revenue,
Document and distribute examples of
what specific measures have worked
to reduce costs,
Promote conservation and efficiency
efforts,
Increase education and transparency
of ongoing efforts to support the

“Ensuring the sustainability of
our nation’s water and wastewater infrastructure is not just an
EPA challenge – it is everyone’s
challenge.”
– Stephen L. Johnson, Administrator, U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency

●

●
●

socio/political realities being faced by
local system operators and managers,
Include EPA in selling the needed
expenditures as long-term investments,
Cost recovery and full-cost pricing,
Focus on The Watershed Approach.

These regional activities are designed
to help future regional and national
efforts, as well as to have practical applications for individual communities
and systems.
The chairperson of the focus group in
Massachusetts, Robert Varney, administrator for EPA Region 1, helped
place these efforts within the context
of other ongoing EPA programs and
initiatives; for example, water sense,
energy efficiency, and sustainable
infrastructure. He expressed a clear
awareness of the challenges faced by
public water systems, but also realized
the vital need for systems to remain
safe and secure. He mentioned a few
projects in Massachusetts as prime
examples of real time efforts. In the
town of Hull, for example, a wind
turbine was built on public land and all
costs were recovered in less than five

years. There is now a second facility
planned for the wastewater treatment
plant. Another example is the town
of Lynn, which plans construction of a
$300, 000 wind turbine at one of their
public wastewater facilities. Varney
mentioned that “these projects address
many connected issues -- such as full
cost pricing, cost reduction, renewable
energy, energy efficiency, conservation of resources, and ‘sustainability’,”
and also that an emerging wave of
advances in micro-technologies now
in place in Europe show great promise
for the many isolated small rural
systems in the U.S.
Peter Shanaghan, team leader of the
Drinking Water State Revolving Fund
Team at EPA headquarters, offered
the following observation: “….the
Sustainable Water Infrastructure Initiative is an evolution of those earlier
concepts of Viability and Capacity
Development and incorporates the
2002 Clean Water and Drinking Water
Infrastructure Gap Analysis.” This
analysis projects a $500 billion dollar
shortfall in funding by the year 2020.
Add to this projection the pending loss
and shortfall of trained professionals in

drinking water and wastewater operations and management, and the size of
the problem begins to come into focus.

Perils of putting off the
inevitable

Many practitioners, including the
RCAP Solutions field staff, commented during the discussion that
“the gap analysis” underestimates true
capitalization and supporting resources
required to meet the estimated needs
(see the article on “The Gap Analysis”
in the winter, 2004 issue of From
Watershed to Well, available on our
website www.rcapsolutions.org/publications.htm). RCAP believes that the
main area of under-estimation in this
approach particularly involves the universe of rural and small-to-very small
communities and systems. In many
cases the identified weak areas are not
due to regulatory agencies failing to
see the problems and needs. Rather, it
is often it is due to many small systems
remaining under the radar, or not
uncommonly presenting their status as
“…no problems here” or “…we meet
all requirements.” While this approach
is natural and understandable for many
From Watershed to Well (Spring 2007) / 

Learn More About Community Sustainability on the Web
http://www.sustainable.org/ The Sustainable Communities Network (SCN) – “linking citizens to resources and to
one another to create healthy, vital, sustainable communities.”
http://gen.ecovillage.org/activities/csa/English/index.html The Global Ecovillage Network (GEN) offers, among
other things, a downloadable guide to Community Sustainability Assessment.
http://www.sustainablemeasures.com/Sustainability/index.html A treasure-trove of information and guidance
from a Connecticut firm that is devoted to achieving sustainable outcomes.
http://www.esdtoolkit.org/esd_toolkit_v2.pdf The Education for Sustainable Development toolkit.

Interest building beyond
regulated systems

rural and isolated systems with revenue and resource limitations, it only
delays the inevitable investing where it
is necessary to become sustainable.

In early 2007 the American Groundwater Trust combined the subjects of
individual wells, public health, ground
water, small water systems, and on-site
wastewater systems into a presentation
for laboratories, home inspectors, trade
groups, regulatory agencies, health
agencies, the US Geological Survey,
and other parties interested in water
quality. As with the EPA focus group
meetings, the attendance at this event
was greater than expected. The interconnectedness of needs across many
professions and interests are beginning
to be recognized and the dialogue is
beginning to grow anew.

In the northeastern U.S. and Puerto
Rico, RCAP Solutions field staff
have assisted communities in dealing
with the full range of socio-political
and economic realities, as part of our
technical assistance delivery system.
Some communities are near desperate
to build their infrastructure to attract
population and promote economic
development. In contrast, other parts
of the northeast think that, by voting
against new or upgraded facilities,
growth can be limited and controlled.
A small town in western Massachusetts recently turned down a million
dollars in grant money to develop a
wastewater management system. The
vote at the town meeting was moved
with the argument that “…there will
always be this kind of money available
and if the federal government wants
new facilities, they will pay for them.”
The documented pollution of the
ground water and surface waters (also
within an adjacent town’s water supply
watershed) – along with rising levels
of contamination of individual wells
-- did not go away. In fact, shortly
after the vote was taken against accepting grant money to solve the problem
generically, local residents were before
local officials with requests for indi-
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vidual financial assistance to fix their
problems.
In order not to despair over such situations, we have to view the process as
an educational experience. Facts are
stubborn things.

The EPA Sustainable Infrastructure
Initiative is working its way from
the larger systems and communities
toward smaller ones. The facts associated with local issues relating to water
and waste water infrastructure needs,
and the ripple effects on communities
are bubbling to the surface. There is a
great opportunity to foster local action
in support of the collective Sustainable
Infrastructure Initiative, and the more
inclusive the solution, the more chance
that positive results will come about.
For more information, see EPA Publication #852-E-06-004, Sustaining
Our Nation’s Water Infrastructure,
available through the USEPA web site:
www.epa.gov/water/infrastructure. 

to the theme of sustainability, by
focusing on sustainable outcomes that
Measuring success
have been achieved by communities we
Community development professionals
work in, and how these achievements
are doing a good deal of promising
have been realized.
work these days aimed at establishing
RCAP Solutions is increasingly conmeasurable indicators of community
cerned about community sustainability
sustainability. In the area of environbeyond just water
mental infrastructure,
supply and wastethese indicators fall
“Sustainable development
water management.
under the headings of
is development that meets
Through commutechnical, managerial
nity-based planning
and financial capacity, the needs of the present
initiatives,
we’ve
without
compromising
the
also referred to simply
been
helping
localities
as “TMF capacity.”
ability of future generations
lay the groundwork
Developing local TMF
to meet their own needs.”
for more livable and
capacity will make
walk-able neighborpublic water supply and
hoods; and for more diverse, economiwastewater systems sustainable over
cally vibrant business districts. In the
the long term. From time to time many
final analysis, we believe that sustainof the articles in this publication have
able communities foster a commitment
related stories of local capacity develto place, promote creative connections
opment issues – hence, sustainability.
beyond the community. Sustainability
This issue continues that commitment
Continued from page 1

Some
Perspectives
on
Sustainable
Development

{

“Sustainable development is development that
meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet
their own needs.”
– World Commission on Environment and
Development: Our Common Future.
(Oxford University Press, 1987)

“Sustainable community development is the
ability to make development choices which
respect the relationship between the three “E’s”Economy, Ecology, and Equity:

●

●

●

is never achieved, however, at the
expense of others. Community sustainability ultimately is just one facet of
regional – even global – sustainability.
Sustainability is RCAP Solutions’ business. We take it pretty seriously. The
articles in these pages offer a glimpse
of our approach to sustainability issues
through some practical solutions that
can be replicated in your community. 

Economy - Economic activity should serve the
common good, be self-renewing, and build
local assets and self-reliance.
Ecology - Humans are part of nature, nature
has limits, and communities are responsible for
protecting and building natural assets.
Equity - The opportunity for full participation in
all activities, benefits, and decision-making of a
society.”
– Mountain Association for Community Economic
Development (MACED)
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Be Prepared! Benefits of Asset
Management Planning

Estar preparados! Beneficios de la
planificación para el manejo de recursos
By Sharon Ostrander,
Environmental Training
Specialist
sostrander@rcapsolutions.org

La clave para lograr y mantener
comunidades y sistemas sustentables,
es tomar el tiempo de planificar anticipadamente, en especial planificar la
provición a la comunidad, del esperado
nivel de servicios y planificar el mantenimiento de los recursos físicos, en
orden de asegurar la prestación de los
mismos. RCAP Solutions ha desarrollado una herramienta, que permite llevar
inventario, analizar y presupuestar el
manejo de los recursos en el sistema.
RCAP Solutions también ofrece entrenamineto en el desasrrollo de programas de administración de recursos.

K

ey to achieving and maintaining community and system
sustainability is taking the
time to plan ahead, in particular, planning on providing the community’s
desired level of service and maintaining the physical assets to ensure this
delivery of service. Then, when the
day comes to repair and/or replace,
you’ll be prepared. The action plan
and finances will be in place, and
replacements can be made before
production comes to a halt because of
breakdown.
RCAP Solutions has been providing
training workshops across Maine and
other regions helping communities
prepare for their future. We offer here
a brief overview of what YOU can do
to establish a good asset management
program.
Asset management is the buzz phrase
these days, but what does it mean?
Asset management can best be defined
as operating a system in a manner that
 / From Watershed to Well (Spring 2007)

Meters to measure water consumption at
residences being served by the system.
Operator at Meter Board

maximizes the useful life of system
components and minimizes unplanned
financial dislocation.
In many small systems, components
are managed haphazardly, with little
or no organizational coherence. This
“crisis operation” method typically
manifests itself in system failure,
excessive and unexpected costs, chaotic or non-existent rate-setting, and
divisions among staff, management,
boards, and the public.

Why asset management?

Asset management is simply a method
for evaluating the major components
of a system individually and as part
of a greater whole. For example, one
asset for an entire community may
be a public water supply system or a
wastewater treatment facility, or a hospital or fire department. Meanwhile,
assets for the smaller components may
be fire trucks, ambulances, pumps,
distribution and sewer lines, or doctors
and nurses.

The purpose of an asset management
program is to identify and assess all
of these assets so that the larger asset
(a public water system, for example)
can be managed as effectively and efficiently as possible. Such management
includes determining the resources
necessary to assure smooth operation
well into the future, while conforming
to present day financial constraints.
Accordingly, common outcomes from
an asset management effort include a
more informed approach towards such
functions as rate-setting, depreciation,
maintenance schedules. This is in
direct contrast to the “crisis operation”
approach which may appear to be
superficially less costly (or at least
initially less costly).

Implementing an asset
management plan

There are several distinct steps
involved in an asset management
process, the most salient of which are:

Inventory: This includes the location,
identification, and assessment of all
significant assets. Information such as
expected service life, age, condition,
and service history, are determined.
For most system components an
adjusted expected service life is developed. Replacement costs are presented
on a time line. This same time line
also reflects resources developed to
meet these costs.
Prioritization: Once assets have been
inventoried, they are rated based on
several factors related to consequences
of failure. At this point, each asset is
also considered in relation to all other
assets. Aspects such as redundancy
(two pumps?), criticality (the price
of failure), safety (public/staff), and
compliance are all examined here.
Development: An optimal plan for
maintenance, repair, and replacement
is then developed based on information
gained from the first two steps. Pricing is compared for all management
options developed during the AM
process (preventive maintenance, run
to failure, rehabilitate, or replace). All
costs for maintaining, rehabilitation,
or replacement should be included in
the analysis (e.g., engineering, testing,
labor).

Before

At the same time, variables in the
assessments are examined to determine the lowest life cycle costs for
the assets. Speeding (or slowing)
the deterioration time line, rising (or
falling) prices for power or chemicals,
cost effective preventive maintenance,
etc.
Implementation: Implementation
involves determining optimal funding
options, rate-setting, borrowing versus
saving (reserve account) and depreciation. The asset management system
culminates at this step, primarily
through education and the fact that all
involved, from system management
and staff, board members, and the public are all planning the facility’s future
based on the same sets of information.
In other words, a positive long range
plan can develop from the information
collected and synthesized by the asset
management process.
Revise/Review: The asset management
plan should be reviewed on a regular
basis as things change, for example:
●
●
●
●
●

Costs
Long range community planning
Disasters
Priorities
Commercial/industrial development
(or loss thereof)

Reaping benefits

Development of the asset management program will leave the staff and
governing board with a comprehensive
understanding of the system’s needs
and the costs of keeping it operating
optimally. This will enable them to
better educate the public and thus gain
public support for the asset management program.
RCAP Solutions has developed a tool
for inventorying, analyzing and budgeting for management of a system’s
assets and conducts trainings on developing an asset management program.
We can offer technical assistance and
training to small water systems. 
For information on asset management
training, please contact Sukhwindar
Singh, ssingh@rcapsolutions.org.

After
The small community of Wonder Lake, located in western Passaic County, NJ, used CDGB funding to rebuild their potable water pump house.
RCAP Solutions was involved early on in this project coordinating the community’s efforts with the Water Committee and offering building design suggestions.
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Another Flow
to Consider:
Cash Flow

Otra partida a tener
en cuenta: Flujo de
Efectivo
By Shane Bickel,
State Lead (Pennsylvania)
sbickel@rcapsolutions.org

En muchos sistemas de agua potable
y de agues usadas, se deja de lado una
partida muy importante, la de flujo de
efectivo. Tener ingreso de efectivo posibilita la creación y cobertura de cuentas
para emergencias y de cuentas a largo
plazo, destinadas a la renovación de activos fijos, cuentas que pueden ser parte
de un programa de administración de
recursos. Por otro lado, un flujo de fondos negativo, generalmente significa que
el sistema está en problemas. Varias de
las medidas para mejorar el ingreso de
efectivo, pueden ser ejecutadas sin tener
que dejar la oficina!

A

t many water and wastewater
systems a very important type
of flow is often neglected
– Cash flow. Your system may have
the operations side under control,
while the financial end of the business
(yes, business!) is in shambles.
Cash flow includes the money that
comes in from your customers and
other sources, and also money that
goes out to pay your bills and debts.
The cash flows into your system and,
for the most part, the cash flows right
back out again. You will have a positive cash flow if the money coming in
exceeds the money going out.
Having a positive cash flow allows
you to fund emergency accounts and
long-term capital asset replacement
accounts that may be part of an asset
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management program. A negative
cash flow is generally a red flag indicating that your system is in trouble.
However, if you are doing your asset
management properly, as you expend
reserve funds on replacement of large
ticket items, you will have periods of
negative cash flow in the future. It’s
fine if that’s the case, but you should
strive to have a positive cash flow
whenever possible, especially for
everyday operating of the system.
While multitudes of regulations
govern the environmental aspects and
operational standards of your system,
and provide the framework under
which you operate, there isn’t a similar
framework set up for your system
finances. Consequently, systems can
and often do encounter pitfalls that
adversely affect overall finances and
cash flow. Avoid these, and you will
go far in improving not only your cash
flow, but also in funding the accounts
set up in your asset management
program.
Here are some things to think about
that will help you improve your cash
flow. Not only that, but most of these
can be addressed without ever leaving
the office!

Inadequate rate structure

This is the big one. Your rate structure
determines how much cash comes
from your customers in return for
providing services to them.
Just because your rate was fine in the
past doesn’t mean that it’s adequate
now. Maybe your rate is weighted improperly between the base and the per
thousand gallon charge. Or, maybe
it’s just plain too low. Either way you
need to make certain that you will be
bringing in the money you need to
pay for your operating expenses and
debt service obligations, as well as to
fund any accounts you’ve set up for
emergencies or long term equipment
replacement.
You need to make sure the rate will
meet your future needs. Part of that
effort is making certain you do the
budgeting you need to determine
your future needs. A lot of training is
available on rate setting and budgeting.

You can get it from EPA, DEP, and
RCAP Solutions. We can help you
out.

will be performed, likely by your
engineer or other consultant, that determines how much larger your system
will need to become. Make certain
this number is correct! If garages and
abandoned structures are included, and
multi-unit structures are miscounted,
the EDU count will be off. If you are
planning on cash from 80 EDUs and
there are only 60 when you finally do
the billing, you will have a major cash
flow problem on your hands. Such
an over-estimation can result in the
need for very significant rate increases
within the first year – and a lot of
unhappy customers.

Billing frequency

How often you do your billing has
an effect on your cash flow. If you
bill monthly and your rate is set
properly, you will have a fairly steady
monthly cash flow that fluctuates with
your expenses. But what if you bill
quarterly or semi-annually? In theory,
you should bring in the same amount
of cash over the course of the year
with quarterly or semi-annual billing
as you would with monthly billing.
An advantage of this is lower meter
reading and billing costs.
You do something less it should cost
less, right? Well, not always. You
can run into problems with this type of
billing since you may experience increased delinquencies. Many of your
customers may not be able to handle
setting aside money every month in
anticipation of a quarterly bill. This
decrease in cash due to delinquencies
can more than offset your savings
in billing costs. Then again it might
not, but you probably don’t know for
sure. You should take a close look at
whether this type of billing is really
saving you money. At least then you
know.
Another disadvantage is that your system, with quarterly billing, brings in
the majority of its cash only four times
a year. If you’ve budgeted well and
are funding reserves, you shouldn’t
have too many problems. If not, you
may find that you’re running low on
cash at the end of every quarter. What
to do? There’s a fairly easy solution.
If you’re really sold on quarterly billing (and that’s OK), you can split your
service area into 3 fairly equal sections
(no gerrymandering, please!) and
send each section a quarterly bill on
different months. In other words, you
stagger collections by billing a third of
your customers in January, a third in
February, and a third in March. Wash,

Delinquencies and Freebies

rinse, repeat. It takes some effort up
front to explain this to your customers, set up the schedule, and adjust
the initial billings, but after that there
shouldn’t be any increase in postage or
increased effort in meter reading over
what you did before. With this staggered quarterly billing, you will have a
much more even cash flow throughout
the year since you will receive payments every month and not just every
quarter.

If your customers don’t pay you,
the impact on your cash flow can be
formidable. Because you’re busy with
“more important” issues, it is easy to
get overwhelmed during a new project
and let your delinquent customers
slide. The longer you take to start
making collections, the harder it will
be to get your money.

EDU Count

An EDU is an “equivalent dwelling
unit” that is used in the sizing of systems and is the same as one residential
customer. A car wash, for example,
may be considered 10 EDUs since it is
likely it will use 10 times the water of
the average household.
While knowing the EDU count is
important all the time, it is especially
critical during new construction or
expansions to existing systems. Prior
to a plant expansion, an EDU count
From Watershed to Well (Spring 2007) / 11

ticket items or capital improvements in
the future.
An example of misuse of reserve
funds is drawing on tap fees from new
projects. Some new projects have
several hundred thousand dollars in
the bank after collecting tap fees. It
is tempting to rely on them to balance
your budget. Don’t do it! Tap fees are
nonrecurring income; you don’t ever
get them from those same customers
again. Once they’re gone, they’re
gone for good. Believe me, they can
go fast! Then you may be faced with
a massive rate increase within the first
few years of operation, just to balance
the operating budget.
Being aggressive with delinquency
collections in small towns can be
difficult since everyone knows everyone, but your cash flow will suffer if
you don’t. You need to enforce strict
delinquent policies including shut offs
and financial penalties when customers fall behind in their user and tap
fees. When customers don’t pay you,
rates on the paying customers have
to increase to make up the difference.
Moreover, if your paying customers
find out their neighbors aren’t paying
and there have been no repercussions,
there’s little incentive for them to
continue to pay you.
Also, don’t give free water or sewer
services to any of your customers,
such as churches and fire halls. Not
only does this affect your cash flow,
but if you have debt, it may also be
disallowed by your loan agreement,
such as those with USDA.

Reserves

It’s a great thing to have a positive
cash flow that allows you to fund
reserve accounts. However, these
reserves can be misused. You should
not use reserves to balance your
operating budget. They are there for
emergencies and replacement of large
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BALANCE SHEET FOR THE ABC
WATER SYSTER
ASSETS
Current Assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Marketable investments
Accounts receivable
- current
Account receivable delinquent
Inventories
Prepaid expenses
Other current assest
Non-Current Assets
(Fixed Assets)
Property, plant and
equipment
Less: Accumulated
Depreciation
Other Intnagible fixed
assets
Deferred tax assets

LIABILITIES and equity
Current liabilities
Accounts payable
Current income tax liabilities
Current portion of bank loans
payable
Short-term provisions
Other current liabilities
Long term Liabilities
(Fixed Liabilities)
Bank loans
Issued debt securities
Deferred tax liability
Provisions
Capital and reserves
Share capital
Capital reserves
Revaluation reserve
Translation reserve
Retained earnings

Inadequate Fees and Charges

Just as we’ve suggested that you
review your basic rate structure, you
may want to look at your fee structure
to determine whether the fees you
charge are recovering your full costs
of that activity or are high enough to
deter certain activity. A water shutoff
fee of $25 is likely inadequate to cover
the full expenses incurred in shutting
off that customer. If you have to send
certified letters to your delinquent
customers, make certain that cost is
included in fees you charge your late
customers.

You can lose a fair bit of money over
time if you don’t recover your costs
through the levying of these and other
fees. Additionally, you should revisit
the amount you charge for your tap
fee. The amount you charged at the
time the project started may have been
artificially low since it was offset
by grant money. Once again, make
certain you’re charging what you
should.

Ordinances

If you are a municipal system, you
will need to have ordinances in place.
These will cover everything from a
mandatory tapping ordinance to late
fees. While your solicitor (that’s an
attorney for those of you outside of
PA) may have done a good job setting
things up for you, periodically give the
ordinances a good review. You may
even want to look at the ordinances of
a nearby system. Why? If you take a
delinquent customer to court and you
don’t have the proper ordinances in
place, you’ll lose and your chances of
ever getting the outstanding money
will have gotten pretty slim.

Summary

By keeping these things in mind, you
will help to ensure that the cash flow
of your system stays steady and positive. Not only will you be able to pay
your day-to-day operating expenses,
but you’ll also be able to fund reserves
needed for emergencies and your
asset management program as well as
help ensure the sustainability of your
system.
The list of issues discussed above is far
from comprehensive. If you have any
other ideas of ways to improve system
cash flow or some things to avoid,
feel free to let us know and if we get
enough of them, we can do a follow
up article. We look forward to hearing
from you! 

Looking Ahead
Mirando al Futuro

By Arthur Astarita,
State Lead (Maine)
aastarita@rcapsolutions.org

Una de las mayores preguntas que se
plantean muchas comunidades es: “enfrentaremos la necesidad de contar
con una reserva pública de agua?”. Si
la respuesta es afirmativa, la primordial responsabilidad de todo gobierno,
es proteger la salud y el bienestar de
sus ciudadanos. Una manera de establecer la extensión y potabilidad de la
cuencas de los acuíferos subterráneos,
y la integridad de los sistemas sépticos,
es solicitando información sobre los
pozos de agua privados, y analizando
la calidad del agua.

R

CAP Solutions is helping some
Maine towns without drinking
water infrastructure plan for
possible future needs. Fundamental to
that planning is answering the question
whether there will ever be a need for
a public water source. The urgency to
establish a public water system can be
open to interpretation. The assistance
of community residents is required
to understand aquifer quality and the
potential contamination sources.

In a community without public water
or public sewer systems, all residences
and businesses are on private wells
and septic or cesspool wastewater
systems. Because states do not regulate
private water wells, basic information
from private wells is rarely available
or complete. Particularly, results from
water quality testing are not extensive
or publicly available. Before decisions
are made about economic development
or environmental conservation, a town
must understand the extent of all of
its natural resources, especially those
that might not be visible at the surface.
Groundwater aquifers fall into this
category.

Anticipating the future

Understanding future growth and service demand is a challenge for anyone.
It is difficult for any town to focus on
issues that “may have” impact 50 to
100 years in the future. Some towns
are more proactive than others. Town
decisions, as well as homeowner decisions, are often deferred when people
conclude: “There are no complaints;
onsite well and septic systems seem to
be operating fine.” Devoting time and
money to understand aquifer locations
and health can be of little current
concern. However, as residential and
commercial development sneaks up,
prime real estate can be lost for conservation, without regard to the presence
of natural resources. For example,

shallow depth sand and gravel deposits
can be valuable not only for drinking water purification, but also for
construction needs. When contractors
or others excavate them for construction materials, a pristine aquifer can
become tainted.
The paramount responsibility for any
government is to protect the health
and welfare of its citizens. One way
to understand the extent and health
of groundwater aquifers and integrity
of septic systems is to solicit private
well information and water test results.
Additionally, towns should revise
their ordinances and code enforcement
procedures to capture such information
when new or additional building or
rehabilitation is proposed.

“Off the grid” safeguards

Citizens who are drinking water from
their well should be informed of testing programs and wellhead protection.
At the time of purchase, banks usually
require homeowners to test their water
wells for bacteria and nitrates/nitrites.
Although these are very important
contaminants to test for, a number of
other potential primary contaminates
referred in the Chart on page 14
should also be required. Often during
a home sale, these other important
contaminants are not addressed.
Consequently, new homeowners can
be exposed to health risks and future
out-of-pocket expenses to correct
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the source, and effects on plumbing
and personal health. Banks and town
officials rarely offer information about
harmful activity within a 300 foot
radius of the wellhead. In one town
here in Maine, a committee member
once stated: “Some people who move
in from another area have never had a
well and don’t understand how valuable a resource it is.”
Laboratory results of water samples
will establish a baseline of aquifer
health. There are many naturally
occurring elements that are not particularly harmful.* Once it is known
that there is high iron or manganese,
for instance, further testing for those
two parameters may not be necessary.
From those test results, a filter can be
designed, and the problem solved. The
cost magnitude for such a solution will
be different for a homeowner versus
a public town well. For interpretation
of lab results, the committee or homeowner can contact the respective lab,
the state drinking water program, or
RCAP Solutions.
Although there are many websites
available to educate the public about
contaminants to test for, not everyone
has access to the internet, and even
those who do may not “surf” into those
areas. Therefore, active outreach by
the town committees is important.
RCAP Solutions has conducted
workshops on water testing practices
and water quality, has assisted local
water treatment companies display
their equipment, and has helped towns
discuss the costs of addressing water
quality issues. Some towns actually
devote a small portion of their budget
to pay for testing of private wells, as a
means of increasing their understanding of aquifer health.

Mapping is a valuable tool

Having a 3-ring binder of lab results
is just the beginning of the data organization process. To actually relate

occurrences of contaminants and refine
the testing areas, it is very helpful to
enter the data into a spreadsheet and
display the locations on a land-use
map. (A land-use map documents all
specific uses of various land parcels.)
Also, theme overlays can show surface
water features, geology, and potential
contamination sources. Such maps assist planning for development growth,
recreational areas, and environmental
conservation, which at the same time
being sensitive to possible future
public drinking water sources.
One basic way to begin creating
a land-use map is to start with the
town’s tax parcel map. Clear overlays
can enhance the visual relationships
of various themes. An overlay of
roads, lakes, streams, reservoirs, and
watersheds are useful for general
orientation. Color-code current parcel
uses such as town-owned and conservation land, heavy industrial or
commercial activity, past or present
landfills, buried chemical or hydrocarbon storage tanks, salt piles, gravel

pits, farms, and so on. An overlay of
plant and wildlife habitat can also be
useful when understanding sensitive
areas to set aside for possible public
water sources. Incorporating local oral
history into the maps will complete the
most comprehensive set of overlays
for planning. Water information along
with these overlay maps can help
locate the best areas for possible future
water sources, possibly coinciding
with nature habitat preservation.
Land use maps may also be obtained
from local universities, state agencies,
regional planning offices, or area
watershed organizations. Using a
geographic information system (GIS)
will boost the ability to visualize relationships, readily focus action, answer
questions, and assist planning efforts.
One town official was quoted as saying: “RCAP Solutions has transferred
tax map data to digital storage. It has
aided our work, the Town Office, other
committees and residents. It gives
quick access to comprehensive data
Continued on page 16

Testing Frequencies for Private Wells
Modified from New Hampshire Department of Environmental Services
Recommended
“Standard Analysis”
Arsenic
(MCL=0.010 mg/l)
Total Coliform & E.Coli (MCL=present)
Chloride
(SMCL=250 mg/l)
Copper (nonflushed) (SMCL=1.0 mg/l)
Fluoride
(MCL=4.0 mg/l)
Hardness***
Soft 0-75mg/l
Moderate 76-150mg/1
Hard 151-250mg/l
Iron
(SMCL=0.3 mg/l)
Lead (nonflushed)
(MCL=0.015 mg/l)
Manganese
(SMCL=0.05 mg/l)
Nitrate-Nitrogen
(MCL=10 mg/l)
Nitrite-Nitrogen
(MCL=1.0 mg/l)
pH
Recommended 6.5-8.5
Radium
(MCL=5pCi/l)
Radon
(no MCL set)
Sodium
(SMCL=250mg/l)
Uranium
(MCL= 20pCi/l)

Bedrock












3-5 years
Annually
3-5 years
3-5 years
3-5 years

if greater
than 75%**
quarterly
Immediately
annually
annually
annually





3-5 years

annually









3-5 years
3-5 years
3-5 years

annually
quarterly
annually





3-5 years

1/month













3-5 years
3-5 years
3-5 years
3-5 years
3-5 years

Not App.
annually
Not App.
annually
annually

5-10
years

quarterly

Dug Regular*

* Testing should continue until the average concentration is determined for naturally occurring
contaminants.
** Suggested follow up testing if the concentration of the contaminant is > 75 percent of the standard.
*** Water Treatment companies express hardness in grains per gallon. 1gpg=17.1mg/l
Recommended Additional Test Parameters

VOCs (Solvents & hydrocarbons including
MtBE)

 

*The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and the World Health Organization have eveloped guidelines; www.epa.gov/safewater/contaminants/index.html#mcls and
www.who.int/water_sanitation_health/dwq/gdwq0506_ann4.pdf.
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Board Training in New Hampshire: A Tale of Two Systems
Entrenamiento de la Junta Directiva en New Hampshire: Historia de dos
sistemas
By Bob Morency,
State Lead (New Hampshire)
rmorency@rcapsolutions.org

Un sistema sirve ampliamente a treinta
viviendas. Una mirada a la estación de
bombeo de otro sistema, nos deja ver
la urgente necesidad de reemplazar los
componentes antiguos. La planificación
de mejoras, condujo la discusion, hacia
cúales son las posibilidades que tienen
pequeños sistemas, de acceder a fondos
públicos, a bajo interés.

L

ast year, under a program funded through the New Hampshire
Department of Environmental
Services (NH DES), RCAP Solutions
conducted several training sessions
for owners of small drinking water
systems. While courses and training
opportunities for system operators
exist in abundance, the same cannot
be said for owners of water systems,
who must make decisions about how
to maintain the sustainability of such
systems into the future.
This article describes two systems
whose owners participated in the
RCAP Solutions/NHDES owner training program. The systems are located
less than a mile from one another.
One is well along the path toward
sustainability. The other is a slightly
older and, although long-neglected, it
is beginning to improve. Located on
a mountain ridge in the resort town
of Jackson, New Hampshire, the two
systems were developed during building booms -- one in the 1970s, the
other in the 1990s. Development in
resort areas often occurs in such spurts,
followed by periods of slower growth.

New Hampshire has a high number
of very small drinking water systems
that were designed to serve vacation
homes, but are now being called upon
to serve more year-round residents as
the baby-boomers retire, and as other
demographic trends change. In these
situations, management issues often
crop up, as infrastructure ages and
regulations change with the promulgation of new rules.

Different situations with
common interests

One system serves 30 well-cared-for
homes, most of which were constructed during the most recent boom.
There is a modern, above ground
pump house, solidly constructed of
cinder blocks. Remarkably, for such
a small system, the distribution mains
are made of high-quality ductile iron
pipe. The system is managed by the
Board of Directors of a homeowners
association. The Board is proactive,
seeking out resources – such as those
provided by RCAP Solutions – that
are available to assist in planning for
future regulatory requirements and
capital improvements.

The second system is at the other
end of the spectrum, having been
developed during an earlier boom
before the 1986 Amendments to the
Safe Drinking Water Act were passed.
Several small community wells had
been installed by the developer. Only
one well served more than 15 homes.
Because of the number of homes
sharing that well, it became regulated
while others in the same development
did not. The homes on the regulated
well have the advantage of regular
testing and regulatory oversight. They
also must share in the upkeep of the
system, which brings added legal
responsibilities.
The system functions to the extent
that water pressure and quality are
in compliance, but one look at the
pump house (located below ground
surface, with a 20+ year-old roof) and
a conversation with the one customer
who is taking interest in maintaining
this system show that there is a pressing need for replacement of older
components.
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RCAP Solutions enters
the picture

As luck would have it, shortly after the
first system called RCAP Solutions
to set up a time for a board training
session to further their ability to be
capable of sustaining their system,
we received a call from the second
system asking for more information
about possible funding for improvements to the pump house. RCAP then
contacted the first system to get their
approval to invite the second. Both
were enthusiastic about a joint offering
of a training workshop.
When the session was held, the larger,
newer system was represented by four
board members, all of whom were
eager to learn what might need to be
done in order to preserve and protect
their high-quality drinking water.
They rightly recognize this as being
very important to their health and well
being as well as to the value of their
properties.
The gentleman who has taken on
the responsibility for preserving the
older system arrived alone, and was
welcomed warmly. His presence
and the state of his system became a
focal point of the group discussion,
allowing the first system to appreciate
how much their continued vigilance
is necessary to sustaining their high
quality drinking water. The benefits to
the second system’s owner were that
he now sees there is at least one other
nearby system with similar concerns,
and that there is nearby expertise to
call upon. The second system owner
no longer sees its situation as being
overwhelming (or, at least, not quite
so!).

Moving ahead

Specific topics of concern related to
planning for improvements led to a
discussion of the means by which
small systems can obtain funding from
public sources at low interest rates.
Planning involves looking at economic
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realities, and sometimes things are
not as bad as at first blush, given low
interest rates and long-term loans and,
in some cases, grants. Suddenly, when
spread out over twenty or thirty years,
among thirty users, a $50,000 project
looks do-able.
Subsequent RCAP Solutions contacts
with both systems have led to the
beginnings of a plan for the older
system to rehabilitate its problem
areas, and for the newer system to
develop a long-term plan including a
capital improvement fund.
Less obvious, but equally significant,
is the sense of hope that has emerged:
the board of the older system sees
a demonstration that it is possible
for community interest to make the
job of managing a sustainable water
system not only feasible, but also very
rewarding. 

Continued from page 14

valuable for building construction and
roads -- not only to projects involving
water.”
As lab results are gathered, a unique
number for each well is spotted on
the map. The number refers to the lab
sheet or spreadsheet row. Additional
testing can be chosen based upon the
results and/or lack of information in
an area. Aquifer health can then be
quantified, and a prioritized plan for
public water source identification and
protection can be established. The
availability of such analysis and the
community involvement maps will
greatly assist hydro-geologists and
engineers further refine the project and
costs.

Benefits of being pro-active

These actions can make people aware
of the personal and community benefits of well water testing. As a
committee member once told his
community, “Well water testing
is encouraged regularly for your
safety.” Economic development
can be very important to the
sustainability of a rural community however: a community
without a viable water source
could be overlooked in favor
of communities that have such
infrastructure. 

Cost Effective Methods to Implement
a Vulnerability Assessment
Métodos rentables para implementar una
evaluación de vulnerabilidad
By Thomas W. Essig, Jr., Master
Trainer for System Security
tessig@rcapsolutions.org

Los sistemas pequeños, en general,
están limitados por las bajas ganancias
de los clientes, quienes apenas alcanzan
a cubrir los gastos por servicio, las
deudas, fondos de operación y mantenimiento. Por esta razón, recomendamos
incluir en el presupuesto, fondos para
mejoras preventivas del sistema. VA y
ERP son efectivos solo si se los utiliza.
Las mejoras preventivas, pueden ser
costosas en general, pero muchas de
ellas son económicas y fáciles de realizar, mientras los fondos de reserva se
incrementan, permitiendo realizar las
mejoras más onerosas, con el tiempo.

O

K, let’s say you have finished
your vulnerability assessment
(VA) and identified potential
threats to your system. It has been
submitted with certification to the
EPA. Also, your emergency response
plan (ERP) has been updated, certified
and forwarded to the top secret vaults
of the EPA and your state Department
of Environmental Protection, if required. (In Pennsylvania, for example,
all community water systems are
required to have an ERP.) Now, what
to do to get things rolling and improve
the security of your system? In this
article, we’ll take a look at some initial
steps to take toward doing that.

Budget for security needs

Small systems are often limited
by customer revenues that barely
cover the costs of meeting debt service obligations and operational and

maintenance funding. So, a good first
step would be to begin to budget for
security improvements to your system.
A separate line item for security would
ensure that the more costly aspects of
“hardening” your system are properly
funded in the future.

Have equipment on hand or
know where to ‘borrow’ it

Having the needed resources (equipment and otherwise) demonstrates that
your system is committed to being better able to respond to an emergency,
whether it is a natural occurrence
such as a flood or a purposeful act of
sabotage. Funding for security equipment and installation is available from
the USDA/RUS and the State Revolving Fund Programs. However, since
the costs of security improvements
are generally small (when compared
to these organizations’ normal funding of new system construction or
extensions), the administrative costs
required to make loan applications and
cover agency processing make bank
loans or lines of credit competitive, if

not preferred, for security improvements.

Security spending

Due to fiscal constraints when spending money for security improvements,
most small systems need to make sure
they receive the biggest return on their
investment. This means considering
methods that yield high impact or
effect for the least amount of dollars
spent. Low cost, common sense approaches need to be undertaken while
budgeting and funding for more costly
improvements over time. Here are
suggestions that can be implemented at
little or no cost.
Form a neighborhood watch group.
Rural areas served by small systems
usually have a good number of retired
folks in the community. These people
usually have a fair amount of free time
and are generally agreeable to helping
out with community support activities,
especially one with as much self-interest as protecting their water system.
The talent level of this pool can often
include individuals with utility, law enFrom Watershed to Well (Spring 2007) / 17

customer account balances. Keep
your virus control software current and
scan your hard drive frequently for
problems. It is unlikely that foreign
terrorists will attack your facility;
however, an employee who has been
fired and holds a grudge certainly
knows how to damage to your system. When an employee has been
terminated, change locks on gates and
doors at key facilities and vehicles that
the employee had access to. Keeping
proper records of analytical data on
raw and finished water will aid in
determining if your systems has been
tainted with a contaminate. Have an
agreement with an off site lab to test
your water 24-7. Possessing accurate
system distribution maps are important
in case a portion of the system needs to
be isolated.

“First responders”. The man on the left is holding an LEL
meter - Lower Explosive Limit. It detects availability of
oxygen and explosive gasses including methane, identifying
the need for ventilation equipment. The man on the right is
prepared for conditions with his self-contained breathing
apparatus. The fire truck has an external emergency generator that can power pumps, emergency equipment etc

forcement, and military backgrounds.
Customers located near your water
source and treatment facilities should
also be considered. Often, a simple
country lane provides access to storage
tanks that are usually located in the
high points of the community to take
advantage of head pressure for system
distribution. If there are homes located
nearby, they should also be invited
into the program. It is paramount that
the people in the neighborhood watch
program know how to contact an
official at the water system 24-7 (that
is, 24 hours a day, seven days a week)
if they see something suspicious. One
of the strengths of rural communities is
that neighbors pretty much know one
another and hence, if there are strangers or others that are at places in your
system where they don’t belong – the
neighbors know it and can alert the
appropriate authorities.
“Harden” your system. This is the
process of detecting, delaying, and
deterring an intruder from getting into
your system and doing damage. Keep
all facilities well lighted and locked
up. Motion lights are especially
effective and also benefit night time
emergency work and facilities checks.
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First-responder and friend.

Have a light inside the building on
a timer and change the on/off times
weekly. Pay attention to changes
at your facilities that may indicate
the presence of intruders, such as a
perimeter fence bent upward allowing
access or exterior doors with signs of
having been pried. Alarm systems
should sound on-site and remotely
alert the police and you of a breach.
Operators should vary their routine of
checking remote facilities, so that there
are no detectable patterns or schedules
which, if discovered, would allow a
perpetrator a window of opportunity to
do damage. Remove signs that allow
for all to see what’s there – “Smallville
Water Plant” may seem innocuous
enough, but it may actually be an
invitation to disaster!
Make proper internal controls a
practice. Back up or file copy important computer files, such as billing
records and store them off site. If a
fire or other disaster destroys the office
building, you will then still know who
owes you money and can restore your

Train staff in their roles in an emergency response. Conduct drills to
learn the good and bad of your ERP
and make improvements as needed.
Designate a spokesperson and suitable
location for disseminating information
to the media about an emergency.
Members of the media should not have
contact with workers in the field, and
the system spokesperson should stick
to facts only and not use technical
jargon or acronyms.
Build Relationships. Support your
local police and make sure that they
know where your facilities are located.
Should you face an elevated threat
situation, ask them to make extra
patrols as needed. First responders,
such as fire fighters, should be part

of your ERP as they have equipment
such a generators and self-contained
breathing apparatus that help greatly
in responding to an emergency. Police and fire fighers can assist with
notifying customers not to drink the
water. Your local emergency planning
coordinator has considerable response
assets available and will be glad to be
part of your plan. Consider special
customers that would require notification in the event of system failure.
These include hospitals, senior citizen
homes, manufacturing plants, and
other utilities that rely on your water.

Control panel on the fire truck.

Mutual aid

Creating mutual aid networks to enhance water and wastewater resilience
to disasters during the response and
recovery phases is gaining attention
and should be implemented wherever
possible. The program is known
as “WARN” for Water/Wastewater
Agency Response Network. RCAP
Solutions is involved in establishing
the network in Pennsylvania and will
play a major role eventually throughout the northeast.
WARN provides a mechanism through
which utilities can obtain quick assistance in the form of personnel,
equipment, materials, and other

associated services through a master
mutual aid agreement. Your system
will make available what assets it feels
are expendable to help other systems
during an emergency. In turn, when
a crisis strikes your system, you will
be able to request support from a
master list provided by other water and
wastewater utilities involved in the
program.
The primary objective of mutual aid is
to facilitate rapid, short-term support
to restore critical operations that will
get your utility up and running again.
Examples of resources that would be
available through this program include
generators, pumps, communications
equipment, and certified operators.
The WARN program was born from
lessons taught by Hurricane Katrina
and other disaster response experiences, where getting infrastructure
back up and running was delayed due
to fragmented, uncoordinated response
tactics and bureaucratic bungling.
Water systems should have separate
agreements in place with other systems
to provide a backup water source; the
agreements should specify the costs
of the water and trucking it to the
system. When people lose their water
and wastewater service, the difficulty
of coping with a disaster is greatly
increased. Likewise, when these
services are restored, people’s lives are
made better and hope grows that their
situation will improve.

Summary

Once you’ve completed your VA
and ERP, you’re well on your way to
securing your system. But don’t forget
that the VA and ERP are effective
only if you use and implement them.
Making security improvements can be
expensive, but there is a lot of “low
lying fruit” that you can pick easily
and inexpensively while your funded
security reserve is increasing to allow
you to make the more costly improvements over time. 

V

ulnerability assessments
help water systems evaluate susceptibility to potential threats and identify corrective
actions that can reduce or mitigate
the risk of serious consequences
from adversarial actions (e.g.,
vandalism, insider sabotage,
terrorist attack, etc.). Such an assessment for a water system takes
into account the vulnerability of
the water supply (both ground and
surface water), transmission, treatment, and distribution systems. It
also considers risks posed to the
surrounding community related to
attacks on the water system.
Source: Office of Water
(4601M) EPA 816-F-02-025
www.epa.gov/ogwdw/security/
index.html November 2002

A

n ERP is a documented
plan that describes the
actions that a Community
Water System (CWS) would take
in response to various major
events. A major event refers
to: Credible threats, indications
of terrorism, or acts of terrorism;
Major disasters or emergencies
such as hurricanes, tornadoes,
storms, earthquakes, fires, flood,
or explosion regardless of cause;
and Catastrophic incidents that
leave extraordinary levels of mass
casualties, damage, and disruption
severely affecting the population,
infrastructure, environment,
economy, and government functions.
Source: Office of Water
(4601M) EPA 816-R-04-002
www.epa.gov/safewater/security
April 2004
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